GENERAL MOTORS
SEEKING FULL-TIME AND INTERN ENGINEERING CANDIDATES

ON-CAMPUS EVENTS

HACKCMU
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, SEPT 13\textsuperscript{TH}-14\textsuperscript{TH}

LET’S TALK
SUNDAY, SEPT 15\textsuperscript{TH}
3:00-5:00PM, GATES-HILLMAN CENTER

INTRODUCTION TO INFOTAINMENT
WEDNESDAY, OCT 2\textsuperscript{ND}
6:00PM-7:00PM, NEWELL-SIMON, 4305
FOOD PROVIDED

VEHICLE DISPLAY
THURSDAY, OCT 3\textsuperscript{RD}
10:00AM-4:00PM, FRONT OF UC

RED ROBOT HACKATHON
THURSDAY-SATURDAY, OCT 17\textsuperscript{TH} - 20\textsuperscript{TH}
Are you looking for a company where you can be **bold & innovate**?

General Motors believes electric, self-driving, connected vehicles and shared mobility services will transform how we get around, and we are drawing the blueprint to advance our vision of a world of Zero Crashes, Zero Emissions and Zero Congestion.

Are you looking for a company where you can **change the world**?

- We see a future where our loved ones come home safely every day. GM is the only company with a fully integrated solution to produce self-driving vehicles at scale. And our current active safety features are already saving lives today.
- We are committed to an all-electric future and were first to offer an affordable, long-range electric vehicle with the Bolt EV. And our manufacturing operations are committed to using 100 percent renewable energy by 2050.
- We see a future with roads and no rage. U.S. drivers sit idly in traffic for an average of one full week each year during their commutes. That’s 168 hours of precious time, and a huge source of irritation and frustration.

There’s never been a better time to join us as we work to create a world with Zero Crashes, Zero Emissions, and Zero Congestion.

Ready to change the world? **Visit careers.gm.com**

**Information Technology**

- Software Developer - Atlanta, GA - INF0022247
- Software Developer - Austin, TX - INF0022248
- Software Developer - Detroit, MI - INF0022249
- Software Developer - Phoenix, AZ - INF0022250
- AI/ML Scientist & Data Scientist – INF0022305
- BI Developer/Data Analyst – INF0022326

**Vehicle Engineering TRACK**

- Mechanical Hardware Engineer - ENG0041891
- Electrical Hardware Engineer - ENG0041892
- Controls Engineer - ENG0041889
- Software/Algorithm Engineer - ENG0041890

**Vehicle Engineering Interns**

- Mechanical Hardware Intern - ENG0041440
- Electrical Hardware Intern - ENG0041441
- Controls Engineering Intern - ENG0041442
- Software / Algorithm Intern - ENG0041443